Company-wide project management & collaboration for enterprises using G Suite

Kanbanchi can be installed in seconds, and mastered in minutes
Kanbanchi is built specifically for G Suite

It is visual and real-time: get more productive without any learning overhead. It shares familiar Google Apps interfaces.
One of the most highly-rated software discovery platforms

- G2CROWD: 4.7 out of 5
- G Suite Marketplace: 4.7 out of 5
- Capterra: 4.5 out of 5
We know you’d love Kanbanchi and here is why...

**Single sign on**
Unified account allows access to GSuite integrated applications

**Integrations**
Kanbanchi complements G Suite ecosystem. Customised integrations with other enterprise applications can be delivered upon request

**Deployment options**
Kanbanchi provides flexible options for hosting and managing. Private instance can be granted on request
GDPR compliant
Control over personal data is provided

Reports & Analytics
Analyse projects to demonstrate performance and current status

Secure to the core
Kanbanchi is built on Google’s infrastructure. It meets rigorous privacy and compliance standards that test for data safety, privacy, and security

Support all the way through
A designated Account Manager works closely with you all the way through your Kanbanchi roll-out. Users receive priority support with a highly personalised service

Product assortment
Individual approach to each enterprise and flexible value-based pricing will ease the challenge of bringing more users on board

Team management
Collaborate with coworkers in an account that is centrally managed
Feature set to boost your business

- G Suite integration to involve the whole company
- Real-time changes to be on the same page
- Reports to monitor team progress
- Gantt charts to think strategically
- Board templates to make processes faster
- Shared Drives integration to collaborate better
- Kanban boards to support your workflow
- And 32 more helpful features
Kanbanchi with GSuite in more than 5000 organizations worldwide
Used across market segments, industries and departments

- Information Technology & Services: 44.2%
- Higher Education: 12%
- Education Management: 8.7%
- Internet: 7.3%
- Marketing & Advertising: 7%
- Computer Software: 5.4%
- Primary/Secondary Education: 5.1%
- Retail: 4%
- Telecommunications: 3.2%
- Other various industries: 3.1%
Excellent for kanban and task management as this is the only dedicated project management software that can be shared with anybody in our organisation. The product is quite new and is constantly evolving / adding more features. A few more will make this a really powerful product.
Since launching in 2013

We consistently receive great user reviews

Kanbanchi is among the highly rated apps on GSuite Marketplace in Task Management category
Contact your designated Account Manager

📞 +44 2071 935390
✉️ sales@kanbanchi.com